INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN THE COAL SECTOR

INTRODUCTION
Botswana Investment and Trade Centre (BITC) is an integrated Investment and Trade Promotion Authority with an encompassing mandate of investment promotion and attraction; export development and promotion including management of the Nation Brand.

Among its key responsibilities BITC is charged with gathering intelligence and conducting research to sustain and enhance the competitiveness of Botswana. This includes publishing information relating to investment in, and exports from Botswana for local and international investors to take advantage of the existing opportunities in the country. We are therefore pleased to share the synopsis of Botswana’s Coal Value Proposition.

OVERVIEW OF THE BOTSWANA MINING SECTOR
The Botswana mining sector ranks among the highest in Africa on investment returns and policy perception. Botswana remains at the top of BMI’s Mining Risk/Reward Index with a score of 59.6 out of 100 in 2016. The country’s high score in the index is due in large part to the difficulties being experienced by rival mining markets. The country is expected to remain one of the best regulated and strongest performing in mining in Africa over the coming years as the country’s overall position was 13 out of the 122 jurisdictions. This sector is led by the diamond industry, though other metals and minerals are increasing in prominence, including Coal, Soda Ash, Copper and Nickel. The mining sector’s attractiveness is demonstrated by the presence of high profile international operators that have invested in Botswana, taking advantage of the conducive mining investment climate in the country.

COAL SECTOR IN BOTSWANA
Botswana has large untapped resources of semi-bituminous coal in various parts of the country estimated at 212.868 million tons of which reserves constitute 50 to 60% of this resource, making Botswana the 2nd largest after South Africa. Botswana coals occur within the Karoo Basin which covers an area of about 70% of the entire country.

The spread of coalfields is sparse, covering Dukwi, Foley, Serule, Bobonong, Morupule, Moiyabana, Mmamabula, Mmamantswe, Lethakeng Dutlwe and Ncojane, with total deposits at Lethakeng and Dutlwe at over 70,000 tons (mt) each. Shallow coal seams distributed along the eastern side of the country, allow cost-effective open-pit mining. While the western side of the country has deep seams that have Coal Bed Methane (CBM) potential. Botswana’s coal resources quality compares favorably with other coal available in the market and is suitable for export markets, with high quality resources in the East. This eastern side is well positioned with respect to: existing railway line, power, road and planned railway to ports making coal mining even more feasible. Through new mining houses, Botswana has the opportunity to raise production to between 50 and 100mt/ annum especially for power generation (tapping into the SAPP) and export.

COAL INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Botswana will remain attractive to foreign investment, particularly from China, as China will continue to seek to plug its supply deficit in copper and coal. Given our expectation that mining costs in South Africa will rise considerably over coming years, Botswana could gain a regional competitive advantage.
Strong demand growth for coal in China and India will allow Botswana to export coal onto the seaborne market over the long term. In the medium term, coal will be utilized for electricity generation domestically. Coal is starting to play an increasingly important part in Botswana’s energy mix, with the country positioned to become an electricity exporter by 2018. The government is exploring opportunities for coal beneficiation, which would see coal supplies converted into products such as liquid energy.

**OPPORTUNITY 1: EXPLORATION & MINING FOR EXPORT**

Botswana has extensive, and largely unexploited, coal resources which when developed can form part of the Government’s effort to diversify the economy.

- The demand for coal-for-energy has increased significantly nationally, regionally and internationally
- A number of coal licenses have already been issued to some investors. Additional licenses may be granted for further exploration and mining under the new tendering dispensation
- 24 new mines are possible to open, possibly stepping production up to 100 million tons/yr.
- Coal washing to improve quality for export markets and residuals (middling) for power generation
- Quality of Botswana’s coal is suitable for export market
  - It is in-line with international requirements
  - Might also be accepted in Europe market
  - Compares favourably with South African Exports
- The market studies concluded that the global demand for seaborne thermal coal will continue to grow strongly as domestic demand in a number of key countries outstrips supply.
- The growth in demand will be driven by the developing nations of Asia, especially China and India. Demand for seaborne thermal coal grew from 250 Mt in 1995 to 650 Mt by 2010, an annual growth rate of nearly 6.7%.
- This growth is expected to continue, with demand reaching nearly 1,100 Mt by 2025.
- Europe will continue to be a large importer of coal but only limited growth in demand is expected.

**OPPORTUNITY 2: ENERGY PRODUCTION**

**(a) Electricity Generation**

The Botswana Government has passed legislation allowing for the participation of independent power producers in the electricity sector. The government is focusing on developing coal fired power as its main source of electricity generation due to abundant reserves of coal, as it is a cheap source of fuel for electricity generation. The opening of the Zizabona Power Interconnector in the next few years will greatly increase the opportunity for cross-border trade in electricity with Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia. In the South-Saharan Africa, Botswana has better electrification rates; with an overall penetration of 77 per cent. Quality of Electricity Supply (Value) is 2.77, and Quality of Electricity Supply (Rank) is 119/140.

Botswana has a major opportunity of becoming an energy hub for the region, as the region is in high demand of power. There are already ongoing projects such as refurbishment and extension of existing Morupule Power Station and coal bed-methane projects in exploration. Opportunities to build Greenfield coal fired power stations are abundant for domestic and regional power requirements in SADC, COMESA and EAC. Below is an indication of the current high demand for electricity

**Coal-fired generating technologies & Investment Cost**

**Country** | **Technology** | **Net Capacity, MW** | **Electrical Conversion Efficiency, %** | **Overnight Cost, USD/kW** | **Investment Cost, USD/MW**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Angola | Ultra-supercritical | 400 | 46 | 3,907 | 7,774 | 1,837 | 9,500 |
Botswana | Ultra-supercritical | 900 | 47 | 2,054 | 4,192 | 9,290 | 13,200 |
Belgium | Ultra-supercritical | 900 | 47 | 3,907 | 7,774 | 1,837 | 9,500 |
Bulgaria | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 48 | 2,660 | 5,523 | 13,200 | 13,200 |
Canada | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 49 | 2,690 | 5,725 | 13,200 | 13,200 |
China | Super-critical | 900 | 44 | 3,987 | 8,130 | 16,200 | 16,200 |
Czech Republic | Ultra-supercritical | 1,554 | 46 | 2,533 | 5,269 | 13,030 | 13,030 |
Egypt | Ultra-supercritical | 605 | 46 | 2,498 | 5,126 | 12,890 | 12,890 |
France | Ultra-supercritical | 750 | 46 | 2,533 | 5,269 | 13,030 | 13,030 |
Germany | Ultra-supercritical | 750 | 46 | 2,498 | 5,126 | 12,890 | 12,890 |
India | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 45 | 3,915 | 8,333 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
Italy | Ultra-supercritical | 900 | 45 | 3,877 | 8,286 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
Japan | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 45 | 3,915 | 8,333 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
Kenya | Ultra-supercritical | 750 | 46 | 2,533 | 5,269 | 13,030 | 13,030 |
Malaysia | Ultra-supercritical | 500 | 45 | 3,546 | 7,512 | 16,524 | 16,524 |
Malawi | Super-critical | 900 | 44 | 3,987 | 8,130 | 16,200 | 16,200 |
Morocco | Ultra-supercritical | 1,554 | 46 | 2,533 | 5,269 | 13,030 | 13,030 |
Netherlands | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 48 | 2,690 | 5,523 | 13,200 | 13,200 |
Norway | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 48 | 2,690 | 5,523 | 13,200 | 13,200 |
Oman | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 45 | 3,915 | 8,333 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
Portugal | Ultra-supercritical | 605 | 46 | 2,498 | 5,126 | 12,890 | 12,890 |
Russia | Ultra-supercritical | 750 | 46 | 2,533 | 5,269 | 13,030 | 13,030 |
Saudi Arabia | Ultra-supercritical | 1,554 | 46 | 2,533 | 5,269 | 13,030 | 13,030 |
South Africa | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 45 | 3,915 | 8,333 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
South Korea | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 45 | 3,915 | 8,333 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
Spain | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 45 | 3,915 | 8,333 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
Sweden | Ultra-supercritical | 1,000 | 45 | 3,915 | 8,333 | 18,333 | 18,333 |
United Kingdom | Ultra-supercritical | 1,554 | 46 | 2,533 | 5,269 | 13,030 | 13,030 |

**Average Electricity Tarri, USc/kWh**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Commitment Generation, MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lesotho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mozambique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Namibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>RSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Swaziland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Zambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total: | 2,321 | 4,535 | 5,093 | 5,122 |

**Coal Bed Methane**

Botswana’s mining industry is heavily reliant on heavy fuel oil / diesel. Diesel cost – gas equivalent ranges from AUD 25/GJ to AUD 30/GJ. Strong incentive for companies to convert to gas. Coal beds within the study area contain an estimated gas-in-place resource of 60 trilion cubic feet (Tcf). The associated carbonaceous shales are estimated to contain an additional 136 trillion cubic feet resulting in combined 196 trillion cubic of gas in place. The highest development potential is along the eastern margin of the basin, where the carbonaceous sequence can be up 80m in thickness and contains up to 30% by volume of coal. Reservoir modelling of the results obtained indicates that a reasonably large percentage (15-20%) of Coalbed Methane (CBM) gas in place could potentially be developed at a gas price of $2.00/thousand cubic feet at the wellhead.

*INVESTOR FACTSHEET: INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN THE COAL SECTOR*
OPPORTUNITY 3: COAL TO LIQUIDS (CTL)

The low price of coal compared to the high price of other fuel sources, whether oil (currently trading at $600 per ton), ‘unchannelled’ oil, or gas, provides a degree of longer term investment certainty that has generated a significant amount of interest in CTL fuels worldwide (World Coal Institute, 2015).

- CTL plants are one of the most cost effective of the alternative fuel, particularly when overall operating costs and the low cost of coal are considered.
- Through ongoing technological development the capital cost of CTL plants is expected to decrease.
- CTL provides one of the most affordable alternatives to conventional petroleum production.
- In Sub-Saharan Africa; South Africa has been operating CTL for many years, a broadening and growth of the market will drive both existing providers and new entrants to develop more efficient and cost effective processes to gain the market advantage.
- CTL capital investment costs range around $50,000 – $70,000 per barrel of daily capacity, compared to $100,000 – $145,000 per barrel of daily capacity for biomass to liquids plants (World Coal Institute 2006).

Market Potential

There are currently few alternatives to liquid fuels, which make CTL the best and profitable option. There is a strong growing demand in developing economies. As an alternative source of liquid fuel from oil liquid, coal derived fuels can play a significant role.

- In the transport sector, as consumers purchase more vehicles and oil prices and as more stiff environmental measures are to be called for.
- Health impacts and local air quality concern, have driven for clean cooking fuels. Coal-derived dimethyl ether (DME) is one of a suite fuel that can be produced in the CTL process. It is has great promise as a domestic fuel. DME can also be used as an alternative to diesel for transport.

Top Importers of Crude oil (Value imported in 2015 USD' 000)

- China 134,341,241
- USA 132,595,566
- India 72,321,670
- Korea 55,132,262
- Japan 44,988,801
- Germany 36,441,624
- Netherlands 35,411,906

Source: ITC

CTL Opportunity

CTL can be beneficial to countries that rely heavily on oil imports and are abundant with coal reserves. Botswana has high abundance of coal and this opportunity is very lucrative and has to be fully exploited. There are a number of developments already been undertaken;

- In collaboration with Pyro Carbon Energy (PCE), BITRI has taken the opportunity to explore Botswana’s coal to add value to the country’s natural resource. Liquid fuels from coal provide ultra-clean transport fuels for use in the existing supply infrastructure, and cooking fuels;
- Funders of a 4.2 billion dollar coal-to-liquids project in Botswana will start construction in 2016, which aims to tap the country’s more than 200 billion tons of coal resources to reduce reliance on petroleum product imports.
- The 20 000–barrels–per–day project, which will also produce fertilizer, is funded by Botswana’s unlisted Coal Petroleum and South African private company Kumvest. It will run over three phases from 2016 until 2020.
- Botswana imports all its liquid fuel to meet the country’s annual consumption of 1.2 billion liters. The plant will require 4.3 million tons per year of coal, which it will source from the country’s operating coal mine, Morupule.
- The project, which is set to create more than 9 000 jobs, is expected to have a positive B30 million dollar impact on Botswana’s balance of trade.

OPPORTUNITY 4: COAL DOWNSTREAM ACTIVITIES

- Coal to gas: production of gas and coal combustion products like fly-ash for cement production
- Fertilizer production–of nitrogen based fertilizers complementing downstream activities in agriculture. Nitrogenous fertilizer market expected to reach US$113,998.2 million by 2018. FAO highlights that ‘Africa region likely to remain a major exporter of phosphate, followed by Nitrogen
- Provision of Services and Equipment to growing Coal Industry
- Clean Coal technologies – opportunities for R&D
- Development of Infrastructures; mainly rail way line to reach the market. The alternative options are
  - Through Zimbabwe to Mozambique in East (complex)
  - Trans-Kalahari through Namibia (simpler) at an estimatedcost of BW$136 billion (US$15 billion)
  - Through South Africa’s (Waterberg area) and use existing infrastructure (limited capacity).

DISCLAIMER:
These opportunities and estimates provided on this brief are calculated based on current available knowledge. Further investigation is recommended to evaluate the size of the opportunities in the Coal Sector more accurately.
For the detailed Coal Value Proposition visit our Information Resource Centre or contact us on the contacts below.
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